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ABSTRACT

Since MR image intensities do not possess a tissue specific numeric meaning, even in images acquired for the
same subject, on the same scanner, for the same body region, by using the same pulse sequence, it is important
to transform the image scale into a standard intensity scale so that, for the same body region, intensities are
similar. The lack of a standard image intensity scale in MRI leads to many difficulties in tissue characterizability,
image display, and analysis, including image segmentation and registration. The influence of standardization
on these tasks has been documented well; however, how intensity non-standardness may affect the automatic
recognition of anatomical structures for image segmentation has not been studied. Motivated from the study
that we previously presented in SPIE Medical Imaging Conference 2010,1, 2 in this study, we analyze the effects
of intensity standardization on anatomical object recognition. A set of 31 scenarios of multiple objects from
the ankle complex included in the model, plus seven different realistic levels of non-standardness introduced are
considered for evaluation. The experimental results imply that, intensity variation among scenes in an ensemble
- a particular characteristic of the behavior of non-standardness - degrades object recognition performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The segmentation process as a whole can be thought of as consisting of two tasks: recognition and delineation.
Recognition is the process of determining roughly “where” the object is and to distinguish it from other object-
like entities in the image. Although delineation is the final step for defining the spatial extent of the object
region/boundary in the image, an efficient recognition strategy is a key for successful delineation.3–5 In,3 we
presented a general method for model-based object recognition to assist in segmentation (delineation) tasks. It
exploits the pose relationship that can be encoded, via the concept of ball scale (b-scale),6 between the binary
training objects and their associated gray images. The goal was to place the model, in a single shot, close to
the right pose (position, orientation, and scale) in a given image so that the model boundaries fall in the close
vicinity of object boundaries in the image. We build shape and intensity structure systems from training images,
and the relationship between these systems is constructed via their principal axes, PA, systems. In this study,
our aim is to understand and show how this relationship, and hence the object recognition process, is influenced
by intensity non-standardness in MR images.

In order to fully determine the effects of intensity non-standardness on anatomy recognition, a controlled
experimental framework is needed such that standardized and non-standard images are both used in the recog-
nition experiments for comparison purposes. To do so, first we need to obtain “clean” images, which do not
include any inhomogeneities, intensity variations, or a high level of noise. “Clean” images are obtained through a
series of operations: inhomogeneity correction, noise suppression, and standardization. All artefacts are removed
from the images as best as possible so that only the effect of intensity standardization can be observed and
studied. Once “clean” images are obtained, we add known level of intensity variations to the “clean” images.
The resultant images with different levels of non-standardness are then used for anatomy recognition. This
controlled framework allows us to determine to what extent intensity non-standardness affects the recognition of
anatomical structures.
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2. OVERVIEW

There are eight main components to the methods presented here: (1) background intensity non-uniformity
correction of the given images, referred to simply as correction and denoted by the operator κ; (2) scale-based
diffusive filtering of the images to suppress noise, denoted by the operator η; (3) intensity standardization denoted
by the operator ψ ; (4) introduction of artificial intensity non-standardness to standardized images, denoted by
the operator ψ ; (5) computation of intensity weighted b-scale scenes from standardized and non-standard scenes;
(6) determining rough object information, thus the intensity structure system, from intensity weighted b-scale
scenes and determining the shape structure system from objects manually delineated; (7) constructing a multi-
object model assembly from the images; (8) b-scale based multi-object recognition utilizing the relationship
between shape and intensity structure systems, and evaluation of the recognition results under conditions of
standardization and different levels of non-standardness.

In dealing with standardization issues, the body region and imaging protocol need to be specified upfront.
All images are assumed to come from the same body region B and acquired as per the same acquisition protocol
P. Super-scripts, c, s, s and η are used to denote, respectively, the scenes resulting from applying correction,
standardization, introduction of non-standardness, and scale-based diffusive filtering to a given scene. Examples:
Let C denote a scene, then, Cc = κ (C) ; Ccη = κη (C) ; Ccηs = κηψ (C) ; Ccηss = ψ (Ccηs) .

Our approach to study the effect of non-standardness on anatomy recognition is as follows:

(S1) Consider the given set χ of training scenes, pertaining to a fixedB andP, but acquired from different subjects
in routine clinical settings. Apply correction7 and scale-based diffusive filtering6 followed by standardization8 to
the scenes in χ to produce the set χcηs of clean scenes. χcηs is as free from background intensity non-uniformity,
and more importantly, from non-standardness, as we can practically make. The reason for this specific order of
operations is mainly that any correction operation introduces its own non-standardness as well as it enhances
noise.9, 10

(S2) Apply 7 different known levels of non-standardness to the scenes in χcηs to produce the set χcηss. Denote
these operations by ψ1, . . . , ψ7.

(S3) Apply intensity weighted b-scale filtering to the scenes in χcsηs to form the intensity weighted b-scale scene

set χcsηs
b with different levels of non-standardness.

(S4) Threshold each scene Ccηss ∈ χcηss with a fixed threshold interval t and perform principal component
analysis (PCA) to obtain the intensity structure systems PAb pertaining to the non-standard scenes produced
from ψ1 to ψ7. The shape structure system PAo is obtained from the PCA of the binary objects that were
produced by manual delineation of the scenes in χ. The intensity structure system obtained from the clean
scenes is denoted by PAclean

b , and from the non-standard scenes are denoted by PA1
b, . . . ,PA

7
b.

(S5) Construct the model assemblyMA from the given binary images and χ and incorporate into into the model
description the relationship between the intensity and shape structure systems following.3

(S6) Perform the recognition procedure based on the intensity and shape structure systems, and compare the
recognition results for various scenarios corresponding to different combinations of objects in the model assembly
MA and for different levels of non-standardness.

3. METHODS

3.1 Data Sets

11 foot MR image sets are used to conduct the recognition experiments. The data were acquired on a clinical l
1.5T GE MRI machine, by using a coil specially designed for the study.11 During each acquisition, the foot of the
subject was locked in a nonmagnetic device. This allows the control of orientation and the motion of the foot. The
imaging protocol used a 3D steady-state gradient echo sequence with a TR/TE/Flip angle= 25ms/10ms/25o.
The voxels are of size 0.55 x 0.55 x 0.55 mm3 (interpolated from slices 1.5mm apart). The slice orientation was
roughly sagittal.



3.2 Non-uniformity Correction, Noise Suppression, and Standardization

For non-uniformity correction and standardization, we use the method based on the concept of local morphometric
scale called g-scale.7 For noise suppression, a remarkably robust b-scale based diffusive filtering method was
used such that the method preserves boundary sharpness and fine structures. In short, after the object scale
is estimated, a restricted homogeneity parameter for filtering in regions with fine details and in the vicinity
of boundaries was used. On the other hand, a generous parameter for homogeneity criteria was selected in
the interiors of homogeneous regions.6 Standardization is a pre-processing technique which maps non-linearly
the image intensity grey scale of a given image into a standard intensity grey scale through a training and a
transformation step. In the training step, a set of images acquired for the same body region B as per the same
protocol P are given as input to learn histogram-specific parameters. In the transformation step, any given
image for B and P is standardized with the estimated histogram-specific landmarks obtained from the training
step. In the data sets considered for this study, B is foot and P is the MRI scan protocol described above.

Our observations on obtaining the best quality image using correction, noise suppression, and standardization
are based on the study of9 and are explained in2 in detail. Following the study,2, 9 we conclude that non-uniformity
correction should precede noise suppression and that standardization should be the last operation among the
three to obtain best image quality, leading to “clean images”.

All these processes (inhomogeneity correction, noise suppression, and intensity standardization) are shown
in Figure 1 . The figure demonstrates the original, corrected, corrected and filtered, and standardized (after
correction and filtering) of three foot MRI studies in the first, second, third and the fourth rows, respectively.
The gain in the similarity of resulting image intensities for similar tissue types shown in the last row can be
readily seen.

3.3 Applying Non-standardness

To artificially introduce non-standardness into a clean scene Ccs = (C, f cs), we use the idea of the inverse of
the standardization mapping as described in.10 A typical standardization mapping is shown in Figure 2. In
this figure, only three landmarks are considered - “low” and “high” intensities (p1 and p2) and the median (μ)
corresponding to the foreground object. There are two linear mappings: the first from [p1, μ] to [s1, μs] and the
second from [μ, p2] to [μs, s2]. [s1, s2] denotes the standard scale. The horizontal axis denotes the non-standard
input scene intensity and vertical axis indicates the standardized output scene intensity. In inverse mapping,
since Ccs has already been standardized, the vertical axis can be considered as the input scene intensity, f cs(ν),
and the horizontal axis can be considered as the output scene intensity, f css(ν), where mapping the clean scene
through varying the slopes m1 and m2 results in non-standard scenes. By using the values of m1 and m2 within
the range of variation observed in initial standardization mappings of corrected scenes, the non-standard scene
intensities can be obtained by

f css(ν) =

{
� fcs(ν)

m1
� if f cs(ν) ≤ μs

� (fcs(ν)−μs)
m2

+ μ� if f cs(ν) > μs,
(1)

where �.� converts any number y∈ R to the closest integer Y , and μs denotes the median intensity on the
standard scale.

We combine eight different ranges of the slopes m1 andm2, as shown in Figure 2, to introduce small, medium,
and large scale non-standardness into the scenes. This means that, for each clean scene, we obtain eight scenes,
one of which is the default clean scene itself, two scenes consisting of small scale non-standardness, two scenes
consisting of medium scale non-standardness, and three scenes consisting of large scale non-standardness. The
ranges of the applied non-standardness are summarised in Table 1.

3.4 Compute Intensity Weighted b-scale Scenes

After different artificial non-standardness with levels from ψ1 to ψ7 are added into the grey-level clean scenes,
we use the IWOSE algorithm to compute intensity weighted b-scale scenes (see3 for details of IWOSE). Note
that b-scale computation is not affected from non-standardness, but intensity weighted b-scale computation is
affected naturally.



Figure 1. The columns show foot MR scenes from different subjects. Scenes before correction, scale-based diffusive
filtering, and standardization are displayed at default windows in the first row. The g-scale corrected scenes are shown in
the second row. Scale-based diffusive filtering is used to suppress noise, shown in the third row. Clean scenes obtained
after the standardization process of the corresponding filtered and corrected scenes are displayed at a fixed standard
window in the fourth row.



Figure 2. The standardization transformation function for inverse mapping with the various parameters shown.

Table 1. Description of the different ranges of the slopes m1,m2 for introducing artificial non-standardness.

function Range Description

ψ1 {0.9 ≤ m1,m2 ≤ 1.5}
Small Scale

ψ2 {0.6 ≤ m1,m2 ≤ 0.9}
ψ3 {1.5 ≤ m1,m2 ≤ 2.0}

Medium Scale
ψ4 {2.0 ≤ m1,m2 ≤ 2.4}
ψ5 {2.4 ≤ m1,m2 ≤ 2.7}

Large Scaleψ6 {2.7 ≤ m1,m2 ≤ 3.0}
ψ7 {3.0 ≤ m1,m2 ≤ 3.3}

3.5 Determining Intensity and Shape Structure Systems

We apply a fixed threshold interval t to the scenes derived through ψ0 to ψ7. We determine the intensity structure
systems from the thresholded intensity weighted b-scale scenes. Then, the relationships between the intensity
and shape structure systems are modelled. Each intensity structure system constitutes a different relationship:
F, F1, . . . , F7, where F stands for the relationship function between PAclean

b and PAo, and F1, . . . , F7 stand for
the relationship functions between PA1

b and PAo, . . . ,PA
7
b and PAo, respectively.

3.6 Evaluation of Single and Multi-Object Recognition

We use the relationship functions F, F1, . . . , F7 for quick positioning of the MA into any given test image. Since
estimation of the scale parameter is done in the training step from the truly delineated objects, and only a range
of scale information is provided for the scale parameter selection, there is no scale difference between standardized
and non-standard scenes. Thus, the influence of non-standardness on recognition includes only orientation and
translation errors.

4. RESULTS

We use leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) to measure recognition performance considering the 7 differ-
ent levels of non-standardness together with one level of standardness (i.e. total of 8 levels) and 31 different
recognition scenarios in relation to the different combination of the 5 different foot structures used in the model
assembly: Calcaneus (ca), Talus (ta), Tibia (ti), Navicular (na), Cuboid (cu) (see Figure 3 and Table 2).



Figure 3. An MRI slice of a foot with selected objects (skin, navicular, calcaneus, tibia, talus, and cuboid) shown on the
left. Annotated landmarks for the selected objects are shown in the right.

Table 2. Abbreviations of the scenarios and their corresponding descriptions. For simplicity, we use the following symbols
to denote foot bones: Calcaneus: ca, Cuboid: cu, Navicular: na, Talus: ta, Tibia: ti.

Scenario Description
1 ca
2 cu
3 na
4 ta
5 ti
6 ca+cu
7 ca+na
8 na+ta
9 ti+na
10 ti+ta
11 cu+na
12 ca+ta
13 ca+ti
14 cu+ta
15 cu+ti
16 ca+na+ta
17 ca+ti+na
18 ca+ti+ta
19 cu+na+ta
20 cu+ti+na
21 cu+ti+ta
22 ca+cu+na
23 ca+cu+ta
24 ca+cu+ti
25 na+ta+ti
26 cu+ti+na+ta
27 ca+cu+na+ta
28 ca+cu+ti+na
29 ca+cu+ti+ta
30 ca+na+ta+ti

31 (all objects) ca+cu+ti+na+ta



Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of the orientation and translation errors are listed. The type of non-standardness
is indicated by ψ0, ..., ψ7, where ψ0 denotes that there is no non-standardness applied to the scene, namely the scene is
clean.

ψ0 ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4 ψ5 ψ6 ψ7

Mean Orientation 0.0292 0.0925 0.0898 0.0615 0.0846 0.0869 0.1945 0.2094

Error in x (deg)

Standard Deviation of 0.7088 0.7399 0.7321 0.7638 0.7684 0.7693 0.7562 0.7303

Orientation in x (deg)

Mean Orientation 0.3576 0.3426 0.3840 0.3858 0.3899 0.3846 0.3528 0.3839

Error in y (deg)

Standard Deviation of 2.0739 2.1311 2.2962 2.3018 2.3970 2.5217 2.3428 2.3060

Orientation in y (deg)

Mean Orientation 0.0209 0.0264 0.0236 0.0341 0.0550 0.0266 0.0984 0.1157

Error in z (deg)

Standard Deviation of 9.4049 9.7597 9.7541 9.7741 9.7796 9.7823 9.7324 9.7051

Orientation in z (deg)

Mean Translation 1e-15 1e-14 1e-14 1e-14 1e-14 0.0008 0.0007 0.0009

Error (in mm)

Standard Deviation 4.2247 4.2549 4.3690 4.2783 4.4600 4.5811 8.0536 9.7181

in Translation (in mm)

The results of the comparison experiments of recognition are reported in Table 3 for 7 sets of non-standard
scenes derived from ψ1, ..., ψ7 with respect to the recognition performance of clean scenes derived from ψ0. The
table summarizes mean translation errors (in mm), mean orientation errors in heading (x), attitude (y), and bank
(z) directions (in degrees), and their corresponding standard deviation values. The ability to recognize objects
- that is, correctly place the model in the scene- is lower if the scenes include high levels of non-standardness. A
reason for the better recognition performance of clean scenes compared to the non-standard scenes is that the
fixed thresholding interval t gives narrower limits for the pose parameters that describe the relationship of the
model assembly MA to the intensity appearance.

Figure 4 shows recognition accuracy in terms of mean translation error for different numbers and combination
of structures included in the model assemblyMA. For simplicity, we compare the recognition accuracy of scenes
with only a high level of non-standardness (ψ7) with respect to the recognition with clean scenes, (ψ0). As seen
from the figure, almost for all cases, the recognition accuracy of standardized scenes wins over the recognition
accuracy of non-standard scenes. When non-standardness is introduced into the clean scenes, relationship func-
tions are affected non-linearly because the introduction of non-standardness is itself a non-linear process. As the
relationship functions are distorted non-linearly, the solution space for the pose estimate of MA becomes large.

5. CONCLUSION

In this study, the influence of intensity standardization on single and multi-object recognition in medical images
for a particular imaging protocol has been studied. We have described a controlled environment for determining
the effects of intensity standardization on recognition tasks in which the best image quality (clean scene) is
established by the sequence of correction and filtering operations followed by intensity standardization. We
have introduced several different levels of realistic non-standardness that appear in clinical images into the clean
scenes and performed LOOCV tests for the recognition of objects in foot MR images. We have compared the
recognition performance of clean and non-standard scenes, and summarized the resulting mean translation and
orientation errors of the pose estimates. We conclude that intensity variation among scenes in an ensemble
degrades recognition performance, because it affects the relationship functions between shape and intensity
structure systems. Specifically, the spread of the pose parameters increases considerably when scenes have
non-standardness.
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Figure 4. Recognition accuracy in terms of mean translation error (in mm) for foot MR images with different numbers
and combination of structures included in the model assembly (see Table 2 for scenarios).
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